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Hola mi estudiante, I’m very happy to have you on today’s Spanish coaching dispatch. 
Today I want to help you begin to master the pronunciation of that Dreaded Double R. You 
know, Arrrroz, Carrrro, Carrrrretera, Corrrrrrer, Perrrrrrro. You know.

There are a few things you need to  know about this, for many people, this Double Trouble 
Letter. It is something that is really pretty easy to do once you know how to do it. I want 
you to consider a couple of things.

1. It is considered two letters. It is two “r’s” together. The double ll in Spanish is considered 
one letter, the ñ is considered a letter but the double r is not a letter. It is a composite of 
two r’s together.
 
2. The double rr is not always trilled in all countries. In Costa Rica, for example, it is pro-
nounced almost like two individual “r’s.” For example, Carro is Car row. Now, granted I 
don’t do a great Costa Rican accent imitation but that’s the idea. Perro is more like Per row. 
In Puerto Rico, and even though I’m from there, I don’t like this pronunciation, it is pro-
nounced many times like an “h” sound. Like for “arroz” it’s like “Ahoz.” I’m not suggesting, 
now will I suggest you do it that way. I am ok if you do want to split the syllable like they do 
in Costa Rica. I think that’s acceptable.

If you really do want to trill the double r I’m going to teach you how to form it in today’s 
coaching dispatch and then you can practice that. If you want the easy way out, I would 
suggest imitating the Costa Rican pronunciation.

So, ready  here we go, and this is really all about the placement of your tongue in your 
mouth. It’s very simple. 

Let’s practice with the word  arroz. Arroz.

Say that with me to the best of your ability. Arroz. 
 
That trilling sound is made by putting your tongue above your teeth and ri ght above the 
cleft there’s an the edge there above your gum line. So, for now, put your tongue on the 
back of your teeth. Now run it up and you’ll feel the back of your gums. A bit further up 
you’ll feel where there is a definite drop towards the front your mouth. Right against that 
ledge is where you are going to make this sound. 

So, put your tongue right there. Right on that ledge. rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

Let it vibrate there and try to make that sound.  rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
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You’re  
 
Now, let’s use the English word “Ring” and I want you to act like you are a telephone  
ringing. “Rrrrring, rrrrring.” You see you can do that. It’s the exact same sound in Spanish. 
You can do that, just have a little fun here with me. Again, rrrrrring, rrrrrrring. Notice that 
you tongue has to be vibrating on the edge of that cleft above your gum line.

Now, try this with me with carro. Carrrrrr let it vibrate the r. You see the trill is on the front 
end and then end it out with row. 
 
You do that for me. Now to do this you have to kind of ham it up here. 

Now, let’s try it with arroz. Arrrrrrr roce

Now, let’s try a few things together.

Let me give you the sentence first and then we’ll work on it. Remember, Trill right on that 
ledge at the front of your mouth above the gum line.

Here’s the sentence.

Yo manejo mi carro en la carretera. You probably know, but the sentence means, “I drive 
my car on the highway.” Write that down so you have it in front of you. “Yo manejo mi carro 
en la carretera.” Now, if there’s only one “r” you don’t trill it.

Let’s start slow together. Ready?

Yo manejo mi carrrrrrrro en la carrrrretera.

Muy bien. Again at the same speed.

Yo manejo mi carrrrrrrro en la carrrrretera.

Excelente.

Now, let’s do one more.

Esos perros comen arroz en la carretera. ¡Qué horror! That means, Those dogs eat rice on 
the highway. What a horrible thing!

So, write it down. Esos perros comen arroz en la carretera. ¡Qué horror! “Horror” is spelled, 
“h  o  r   r  o  r”.

Here we go....

Esos perrrrrrrrrros comen arrrrrrrroz en la carrrrrrretera. ¡Qué horrrrrrrrror!

Now, we’ll take off a few trills to get that to where we need to be.
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Esos perrrrrrrrrros comen arrrrrrrrrroz en la carrrrrrrretera. ¡Qué horrrrrror!

It’s actually a good idea to go overboard with the trills until you get comfortable with it. You 
can back off then once you get comfortable making the sound. It’s easy, just practice it out 
there. You have to force yourself out of your normal comfort level.  
 
Just make sure you position and vibrate your tongue correctly.

If you want to work on it with your tutor, let him or her know.

Gracias.  No, no, no that’s not right, there’s no double r in gracias. It’s just gracias.

Adelante.
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